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December 20, 2018

Ms. Lisa Barton
Secretary to the Commission
U.S. International Trade Commission
500 E Street, SW
Washington, D.C. 20436
Re:

“United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement: Likely Impact on Specific
Industry Sectors” [Investigation No. TPA-105-003]

Dear Ms. Barton:

The Motor & Equipment Manufacturers Association (MEMA) respectfully submits our
comments pursuant to the Institution of Investigation by the U.S. International Trade
Commission (Commission) in the above-referenced proceeding. 1 In addition to elaborating on
our testimony delivered on Nov. 15, 2018, MEMA also endeavors to address some of the
questions asked by the Commission during the public hearing.
Introduction

MEMA represents 1,000 vehicle suppliers that manufacture and remanufacture original
equipment and aftermarket components and systems for use in passenger vehicles and
commercial trucks and equipment. MEMA represents the full spectrum of the supplier industry
through its four divisions. 2 Vehicle suppliers are directly impacted by the U.S.-Mexico-Canada
Agreement (USMCA).

The success of our industry and the continued employment of hundreds of thousands of
American depends on a strong, functioning North American supply chain. As such, MEMA is
pleased that all three parties signed the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA).
MEMA has worked closely with this administration to reach this important juncture and has
joined with many others in the business community in congratulating President Trump. While
the signing is an important step, MEMA recognizes that there are some challenges to be
addressed along the pathway to ratification and implementation of the USMCA. In the context
of the USMCA, MEMA’s comments will review the impact of current tariffs on vehicle suppliers,
discuss the economic impact of suppliers on the nation’s economy, and address the importance
of strengthening the North American supply chain and domestic workforce development.
83 Fed Reg at 52232
MEMA represents its members through four divisions: Automotive Aftermarket Suppliers Association (AASA);
Heavy Duty Manufacturers Association (HDMA); Motor & Equipment Remanufacturers Association (MERA); and,
Original Equipment Suppliers Association (OESA).
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Section 232 Tariffs on Canadian and Mexican Imports of Steel and Aluminum
To facilitate a successful USMCA, the United States must address the current Section 232
tariffs on steel and aluminum imports from Mexico and Canada as soon as possible. MEMA has
continuously urged the administration to modify the proclamation to fully exempt Mexico and
Canada from the tariffs and to do so without quotas. The USMCA automotive rules of origin
(ROO) requires a certain amount of steel and aluminum must to be of North American origin
when used in vehicle production or else the vehicle will not comply with the agreement. Thus,
the steel and aluminum tariffs are incongruous with the overall goals of the USMCA.

Moreover, these tariffs are costing our industry – and other consuming industries –
hundreds of millions of dollars and putting millions of jobs at risk. Suppliers rely on imported
materials, particularly specialty steel and aluminum – to produce critical vehicle components.
Additionally, the retaliatory tariffs imposed by both Canada and Mexico are negatively
impacting the vehicle industry and adding more costs to doing business in the region. These
added tariffs put companies at a competitive disadvantage. Furthermore, companies of all sizes
– from large to small – are impacted. Smaller suppliers feel the pinch the hardest and have less
ability to absorb costs and pivot operations. The added, cumulative costs negate opportunities
for companies to invest in more U.S. manufacturing capacity or workforce development. Last,
but certainly not least, Canada and Mexico are two of our nation’s closest allies; imported
materials and goods from these parties do not represent a security risk per the Section 232.

Unless the steel and aluminum tariffs are rescinded, the USMCA will not create the desired
opportunities for the United States. MEMA recommends the Commission review a recent
report published by ImpactECON LLC which looked at the estimated economic implications of
current and proposed U.S. trade actions and the reciprocal actions of our trading partners.3 The
report indicated, “Even with Canada and Mexico exempted from the potential automobile
Section 232 tariffs, the potential trade action threatens an additional $177 billion in US imports
and $155 billion in US exports, more than three times the trade impacted by the aluminum and
steel Section 232 tariffs.” 4

Therefore, MEMA urges the Commission to assess and include in its analysis the economic
impact the Section 232 tariffs on imported steel and aluminum from Mexico and Canada have
had on U.S. companies, in general, and on the vehicle industry, specifically. This analysis is
particularly critical because of the steel and aluminum requirements under the USMCA
automotive rule of origin. For as long as the current Section 232 steel and aluminum tariffs
remain in force, they cast a shadow over the USMCA.

Impact of Automotive Rules of Origin Implementation on Suppliers

The administration’s implementing regulations must reflect the administrative burden of
compliance with the automotive ROO. If there is an appropriate balance in the regulatory text,
the USMCA will be manageable. Initially, of course, all aspects of the supply chain will have to
reconfigure, modify, and train personnel on revised administrative systems. As the Commission
“Estimated Impacts of US Sections 232 and 301 Trade Actions on the US and Global Economies: A Supply Chain
Prospective 2018-2030”, by ImpactECON LLC submitted to Koch Companies Public Sector, LLC, November 2018
https://impactecon.com/resources/us-trade-actions/
4
Ibid.
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is aware, there are three key components to the automotive ROO: regional value content
(RVC); steel and aluminum content; and, labor value content (LVC) requirements. There will be
added costs and burden to accommodate the higher and more complex RVC requirements; at
the same time, there are some aspects of the methodology that were maintained and may
temper some of those challenges. More importantly, even though the steel/aluminum and LVC
requirements are OEM-only compliance requirements, there are commercial implications on
suppliers. For example, the LVC draws in suppliers as one of two calculations by which an OEM
can certify it meets the LVC, and, thus, is a de facto requirement on suppliers.
MEMA continues to work with the administration on how these de facto requirements can
be mitigated for suppliers by having clearer language in the uniform regulations compared to
what is in the automotive ROO Appendix. MEMA believes it would be appropriate for the
Commission to evaluate as part of its report the economic implications and implementation
challenges of the added administrative burdens (both upfront and ongoing) that vehicle
manufacturers and suppliers will need to navigate the complex automotive ROO under USMCA
as part of its report.
Vehicle Suppliers Have a Significant Impact on the U.S. Economy

To understand the scope of our industry’s economic impact, it is critical to understand our
contributions to the overall vehicle industry and our role in developing technology and
manufacturing new original equipment and aftermarket components.
Suppliers Make Components and Systems for All Vehicle Types and Applications

For new vehicles, suppliers provide about 77 percent of the vehicle value. To put this into
perspective, a typical vehicle contains more than 30,000 components. Vehicle suppliers
manufacture materials, parts and systems for a wide range of customers including new vehicle
manufacturers (a.k.a. “OEMs”) and other Tier 1-3 suppliers. For the vehicle aftermarket,
suppliers manufacture and remanufacture the parts and materials needed for maintenance and
repair − via multiple channels − to vehicle service technicians, commercial fleets, and
consumers. Suppliers manufacture and produce essential vehicle components and materials –
such as transmissions, axles, brakes, tires, wheels, batteries, wire harnesses, seats, front/rear
lights, bearings, turbochargers, oil filters, fluids, glazing, plastics, metals, composites, and
thousands more. They also innovate and create complex and highly integrated vehicle systems
– such as advanced refrigerants and HVAC systems, emissions control technologies,
regenerative braking technologies, alternative propulsion systems, advanced driver assistance
systems, vehicle-to-vehicle communications, and automated driving systems. The variety of
service applications for new and aftermarket parts ranges widely too: from passenger cars,
SUVs, vans, and light-duty pick-ups to heavy-duty vocational trucks, semi-tractor trailers,
military tactical vehicles, and off-road equipment.

In the vehicle manufacturing industry, suppliers are categorized in tiers. Tier 1
manufacturers provide new original equipment (OE) finished parts, components, and systems
directly to their vehicle manufacturer customers. Tier 2 manufacturers are often niche or
specialty component manufacturers that provide subcomponents and other content to Tier 1
manufacturers. Tier 3 companies are typically the suppliers of raw or semi-finished materials,
such as metals or plastics, for both Tier 1 and Two suppliers. Often, Tier 2 and 3 suppliers may
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also provide products and supply customers in other industry sectors outside of the vehicle
industry such as, computer chips, PCB boards, sensors, cameras, metals, glass, plastics,
chemicals.

In Figure 1, MEMA generally estimates that approximately 40 percent of the suppliers are
Tier 1s and about 60 percent are Tier 2s and 3s. The dashed line indicates the frequent
crossover of suppliers that may be a Tier 1 to several vehicle manufacturers, but also a Tier 2
supplier to a Tier 1.
Figure 1

Supplier Jobs Make up the Largest Manufacturing Sector in the United States
Vehicle parts manufacturers are significant contributors to our nation’s economic engine.
MEMA released an important economic impact study in January 2017 that clearly defines the
critical and expanding role of vehicle parts suppliers in the U.S. economy. 5 Suppliers are the
largest manufacturing sector in the U.S. directly employing over 871,000 Americans in all 50
states plus the District of Columbia, up 19 percent since 2012. This growth is due to a global
supply chain that allows suppliers to remain competitive. Together with indirect and
employment-induced jobs, the total employment impact of the vehicle parts manufacturing
industry is 4.26 million jobs, an increase of nearly 18 percent from 3.62 million in 2012. Vehicle
parts manufacturers and its supported activity generate nearly $435 billion in economic
MEMA, “Driving the Future: The Employment and Economic Impact of the Vehicle Supplier Industry in the U.S.”
January 26, 2017. Available at https://www.mema.org/sites/default/files/MEMA_ImpactBook.pdf
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contribution to the U.S. GDP (which is 2.4% of the total GDP). Employee compensation paid to
workers supported by vehicle parts manufacturing increased 22 percent since 2012 to $270
billion, which is 2.8 percent of total U.S. employee compensation.

When comparing our 2017 report to previous MEMA employment and economic impact
studies, the growth rate is trending upward. To compare, supplier direct jobs were 686,000 in
2009 and 734,000 in 2013. The total indirect and supported jobs in 2009 and 2013 totaled 3.29
million and 3.62 million, respectively. MEMA attributes the growth to a variety of factors, one
of which is a strong North American supply chain, supported by the North American Free Trade
Agreement, which enabled U.S. companies to be competitive in the global marketplace.

The U.S. Supply Chain is Highly Interdependent

The supply chain, their customers, and the jobs they support are highly interdependent. Like
a stone in a pond, one small change to the chain can cast off multiple ripple effects. The vehicle
industry has repeatedly witnessed the narrow threads that bind its successes and prevent its
weaknesses. This past May, a fire at a U.S. supplier facility stopped production and pinched
availability of specialized parts that only a few suppliers make. Multiple vehicle manufacturers
were impacted and had to pause production of finished vehicles. Certainly, other examples of
supply chain disruption and the short- and long-term ripple effects include the worldwide
economic crisis in 2008, which drastically slowed overall vehicle production, and the “Great
Sendai Earthquake” in 2011, which impacted capacity for the materials and subcomponents.
The point is that these are just a few examples that demonstrate how the U.S. vehicle industry
relies on both its global suppliers and its local domestic component manufacturers to be viable
with as little disruption and as much predictability as possible.

Disruption to one implies disruption to all. As suppliers and OEMs develop new technologies
and vehicles, this interconnectedness is critical to the long-term viability of the industry. Not
only for new car production, but also the aftermarket production of the components needed to
maintain vehicles. Also, there are a substantial number of jobs dependent on the success of
many. Successful suppliers must have a wide range of customers in the vehicle industry
providing content to several vehicle manufacturers.

Figure 2 illustrates the interconnectedness of the North American supply base and their
OEM customers. 6 For example, looking at General Motors, this chart shows that GM shares 76
percent of suppliers with Ford Motor Company. OEM after OEM show significant percentages of
shared supply base for their vehicles. The interdependency is clear. This chart underscores the
interconnectedness of our industry and the North American region.

6 Figure and data sourced with permission from IHS Markit.
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Figure 2

U.S. Must Remain Globally Competitive in the Face of Capacity Constraints
Most OE and aftermarket suppliers have well established footprints in North America to
support regional requirements. It is typical and normal for parts and subcomponents to be
shipped back and forth over borders, often multiple times, within the region.

The U.S. has dominated North American vehicle and vehicle parts production totaling almost
$150 billion in 2017. Notably, over 75 percent of U.S. manufactured automotive parts were
exported. As part of the North American region, the U.S. can compete with Asia and Europe in
almost every facet of motor vehicle production. For the past ten years, the vehicle industry has
grown and thrived, due in part to the improving economy and the strength of the region’s
supply chain. The U.S. is also strong on exports. Of the 83.3 million light vehicles produced in
the U.S. since 2010, 15.5 million light vehicles have been exported despite a strong dollar (see
Figures 3 and 4).

The U.S. automotive industry is running near full production capacity. Current capacity
utilization for suppliers at highest it has been since 2000 (see Figure 5). Investment in
duplicate capacity could slow U.S. R&D investments in new technologies. Also, a common
concern among various manufacturing sectors are finding enough skilled U.S. workers due in
part to the currently strong economy and low U.S. employment rate. These factors make adding
U.S. more capacity difficult. Thus, to remain competitive, U.S. vehicle suppliers leverage the
global supply chain to source the materials, subcomponents and parts needed for further
component manufacturing and system integration.
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Figure 3

Figure 4
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Figure 5

Figure 6
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U.S. Suppliers Invest Heavily in Advanced Technology Development
The motor vehicle parts industry is wide and diverse allowing for investment and
employment opportunities. Vehicle suppliers lead the way in developing advanced,
transformative technologies that enable safer, smarter, and more efficient vehicles, all within a
rapidly growing global marketplace with increased regulatory and customer demands. As key
innovators, suppliers provide upwards of 77 percent of the content of vehicles manufactured in
the United States. Figure 6 shows the capital expenditures (“capex”) investments for
automakers and vehicle parts manufacturers. The capex invested in the U.S. is in the billions of
dollars. The right side of the chart indicates that over the past five years $45 billion in capital
expenditure investments have been made by U.S. vehicle parts manufacturers. About half of
suppliers’ capex spending is invested heavily into facilities, machinery, and tooling. Those
investments go towards ensuring they can meet production demands for long product cycles.
More importantly, these investments result in high-value U.S. jobs – whether it is skilled labor
for manufacturing or engineers for product development.

Moreover, suppliers invest a significant amount on research and development here in the
United States, to innovate and create the advanced technologies necessary for the vehicles of
today and tomorrow. Many suppliers have established technical centers and R&D facilities here
in the United States. This enables them to test and validate a whole host of systems and
components for their customers. Suppliers are currently conducting important research,
development, and deployment throughout the United States.

The vehicle industry finds itself at a critical inflection point with the development of
transformative innovations in advanced safety, efficiency, and automated technologies. These
technologies for advanced vehicle safety and efficiency systems are building block technologies
to automated driving systems, which require substantial development costs. The U.S.
investment and research over the next several years in the vehicle industry – from Silicon
Valley to Detroit and across America – may well determine global leadership in transportation
and technology for generations to come. The U.S. has long been a leader in innovation.
However, the imposition of multiple, broad trade-restrictive actions – like tariffs and quotas –
on vehicle parts manufacturers put these U.S. investments in jeopardy.

Although signing the USMCA was a huge step forward in easing some of the uncertainty
currently being felt in the vehicle industry, there is still a great deal of ongoing concerns related
to the cumulative impact of other concurrent tariffs and/or the uncertainty of trade with other
key global markets. This makes planning for long-term future investments very difficult. In fact,
until there is more overall certainty on trade, many of our members have indicated that they
may continue to delay and defer further U.S. investments. These are the kinds of critical
investments we need domestically to support jobs as well as support our nation’s economic
growth and success.
The U.S. has a strong history of being a leader in innovation. Our nation is uniquely
positioned to lead the world in automated technology development and increasingly efficient
propulsion systems. Unlike other manufacturing sectors, however, this innovation will occur in
places in the world that provide the best economic and trading opportunities. Therefore, if
suppliers are unable to access and import into the U.S. the needed materials, components, and
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technologies from other parts of the world, they may simply establish their centers of
innovation elsewhere. Consequently, this current and future development depends on the free
flow of trade for new and state-of-the-art parts, systems, and raw materials. Limiting access to
these products in the U.S. will make other regions of the world more attractive for future
investments.
Workforce Development Investments Critical to Long-Term Success

In my testimony before the Commission, I stated the following and indicated there is an
opportunity to evaluate federal assistance to industry, which MEMA will seek in USMCA
implementing legislation:
“The current state of play on trade has placed our industry in turmoil. In the
last year our members have faced Section 232 steel and aluminum tariffs, other
Section 232 tariffs proposed, and Section 301 tariffs on goods from China. At
the same time, all of our members are being pushed to lean in and provide new
technology for the entire industry. This technology development requires
investment, trained personnel, and risk. For that reason, MEMA will be seeking
implementing legislation that provides assistance for workforce training and
assistance to retool and manufacture in the U.S. We share the administration’s
vision of new manufacturing jobs and opportunities for all of our citizens. But
the industry cannot get there on its own.”

For many years, MEMA members have identified the hiring and retention of skilled workers as
key challenges for our industry and our country. According to a recent study, “Over the next
decade nearly 3.5 million manufacturing jobs likely need to be filled. 7 The skills gap is expected
to result in 2 million of those jobs going unfilled.”8 The vehicle industry faces additional
hurdles, as most young adults do not view this industry as a growth industry. 9 Throughout the
country, the supplier industry plays an important role by participating in a variety of state,
local and regional workforce-related endeavors to acquire talent and enhance employee
training. This past Congress, MEMA actively supported passage of the Strengthening Career
and Technical Education for the 21st Century Act 10 and the workforce programming language
in the FIRST STEP Act. Both pieces of legislation take important steps to updating policies
focused on career and technical training. These updates are critical to suppliers as companies
continue to struggle to find qualified candidates to fill many skilled positions.
Early in the Trump Administration, MEMA met with U.S. Department of Transportation
Secretary Elaine Chao to discuss suppliers’ role and contributions in innovating advanced
vehicle safety and efficiency technologies and preparing for future mobility. Various workforce
development challenges that suppliers face came up during that meeting. MEMA subsequently
7

“Driving the Future: The Economic Impact of the Motor Vehicle Parts Manufacturing Industry on the United
States,” MEMA and Boston Consulting Group, January 2017.
8
The Skills Gap in U.S. Manufacturing 2015 and Beyond, Deloitte and The Manufacturing Institute, 2015.
9
“Among youth who don't know anyone who works in the automotive industry, only 9 percent would consider an
automotive-related career.” Block, Dustin. MLive.com article: Auto jobs aren't attractive to young adults, survey
finds, May 28, 2014.
10
Public Law No: 115-224, July 31, 2018.
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sent a memo to Secretary Chao with examples of how the supplier industry partners with
state/local governments, academia, and other institutions, to cultivate and procure talent and
skilled workers for their U.S. facilities. For your reference, we have attached a copy of that
memo to these comments in Appendix A.
Recent Survey of OE Suppliers Indicates Growing Workforce Concerns
The Original Equipment Suppliers Association, a division of MEMA, just published its Q42018 member survey and barometer, which focused on human resources and talent. The
responses from OE suppliers show a great deal of challenges facing the industry. The survey
highlights the growing concerns among executives about skills gaps and high voluntary
turnover rates in our industry. Most respondents indicated that technical positions for both
white- and blue-collar workers are the most difficult to fill. Engineering positions continue to
be the most challenging to find personnel– particularly mechanical and industrial engineers.

Of those surveyed, 58 percent indicated they have moderate to wide gaps between their
current roles and responsibilities contrasted with skills, but 97 percent indicated a willingness
to embrace change to reduce skills gaps. Additionally, regional voluntary turnover rates are
very high throughout North America. Almost one-quarter of those surveyed report their
turnover rates in the U.S. at above 7.5 percent for salaried workers. And almost 50 percent of
suppliers surveyed estimate their hourly worker turnover rate to be above 7.5 percent.
Moreover, over one-third of suppliers estimate that the turnover rates in Canada and Mexico
are above 7.5 percent for both salaried and hourly workers. To put this 7.5 percent figure into
context, the Bureau of Labor Statistics indicates the average turnover rate in September 2018
was 3.8 percent for all industries in the United States. Excerpts from the survey we reference
are included in the attached Appendix B; the full report is available online. 11

In the survey, companies noted they are utilizing a multi-faceted tactics to adapt and seek
out and – more importantly – retain workers. Attracting and keeping younger workers with
training and benefit packages as well as developing long-term succession planning are just
some of the ways companies are trying to acquire talent in their company.

MEMA encourages the Commission to consider in its analysis the significant workforce
development issues impacting a wide variety of U.S. manufacturing sectors. MEMA would like
to work with the administration and the Congress on developing how that assistance could
work best for our industry. Without a program to provide workforce development, the current
shortage of skilled workers to fill critical positions will be exacerbated. Workforce training will
assist suppliers in meeting the demands of new domestic manufacturing opportunities made
possible by the USMCA.

OESA “Automotive Supplier Barometer Q4 2018: HR and Talent,” December 2018.
https://www.oesa.org/sites/default/files/resource/2018%20Q4%20Supplier%20Barometer%20%20HR%20and%20Talent-All.pdf
11
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Conclusion
MEMA appreciates the opportunity to provide these comments to the Commission. MEMA
encourages the Commission to weigh the impacts of the following when considering the impact
of the USMCA on the vehicle industry:
•

•
•
•
•

USMCA is overshadowed by the Section 232 tariffs on imported steel and aluminum
from Mexico and Canada, and their retaliatory measures;
Administrative burden of compliance with a new, more complex automotive ROO
will be felt up and down the supply chain;
The North American supply chain is complex and interdependent and must be
competitive with other global markets;
Suppliers add significant economic value to the U.S. economy and vehicle industry;
and,
Suppliers make significant employment and investments in people, facilities and
technology innovation, but continue to face substantive workforce gaps.

Please contact me via email at awilson@mema.org or call 202-312-9246, if there is any
additional information MEMA can provide.
Sincerely,
Ann Wilson
Senior Vice President
Government Affairs
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

April 13, 2017

TO:

The Honorable Elaine Chao
United States Secretary of Transportation

FROM:

Steve Handschuh, President and CEO
Doug Grimm, Chairman of the Board of Directors

SUBJECT:

Apprenticeship Programs in the Vehicle Supplier Industry

Introduction

The Motor & Equipment Manufacturers Association (MEMA) is the leading international trade
association representing mobility component manufacturers. 1 Vehicle suppliers directly employ
over 871,000 Americans nationwide with a total indirect employment impact of 4.26 million jobs. 2

This memo is a follow up to our April 6 meeting in which you expressed an interest in the
initiatives that many motor vehicle parts manufacturers have undertaken to support U.S. job
growth. For many years, MEMA members have identified the hiring and retention of skilled
workers as key challenges not only for our industry, but also the nation. According to a recent
study, “Over the next decade nearly 3.5 million manufacturing jobs likely need to be filled. The skills
gap is expected to result in 2 million of those jobs going unfilled.” 3 The vehicle industry faces
additional hurdles, as most young adults do not view this industry as a growth industry. 4

Throughout the country, the supplier industry plays an important role by participating in a
variety of state, local and regional workforce-related endeavors to acquire talent and enhance
employee training. During the 113th Congress, MEMA supported the Workforce Innovation and
Opportunity Act, which modernized state workforce programs by providing customized training for
local industries, increases reimbursement rates for on the job training, requires states to create a
unified workforce plan, prioritizes the use of industry standards, eliminates outdated programs,
and provides accountability and reporting requirements for programs. 5

After our meeting with you, MEMA asked member companies to self-report on apprenticeship
programs nationwide. This memo summarizes the wide range of apprenticeship programs in the
U.S. utilized by many suppliers. Should you require it, MEMA would be happy to provide you with a
more structured report for your further review.

Vehicle Suppliers Utilize Apprenticeship Programs to Cultivate and Grow Talent

MEMA member companies partner with the U.S. Department of Labor, community and technical
colleges, states, and private entities to provide apprenticeship programs. Companies involved in
apprenticeship programs range from very large, global corporations with multiple facilities to local,
small manufacturers with a limited number of facilities.

MEMA represents its members through four divisions: Automotive Aftermarket Suppliers Association (AASA); Heavy Duty
Manufacturers Association (HDMA); Motor & Equipment Remanufacturers Association (MERA); and, Original Equipment
Suppliers Association (OESA).
2 “Driving the Future: The Economic Impact of the Motor Vehicle Parts Manufacturing Industry on the United States,” MEMA and
Boston Consulting Group, January 2017.
3 The Skills Gap in U.S. Manufacturing 2015 and Beyond, Deloitte and The Manufacturing Institute, 2015.
4 “Among youth who don't know anyone who works in the automotive industry, only 9 percent would consider an automotiverelated career.” Block, Dustin. MLive.com article: Auto jobs aren't attractive to young adults, survey finds, May 28, 2014.
5 Public Law No. 113-128, July 22, 2014
1
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MEMA members sent us a range of ways they engage with these programs. These include:
• Close relationships with the States of Michigan and Kentucky
o Michigan Advanced Technical Training Program or MAT2®6
o Kentucky Federation for Advanced Manufacturing Education or KYFAME 7;
• Many focus on programs aimed at recent high school graduates as well as internal
employer-provided educational and apprenticeship opportunities for current employees.
(e.g. Borg Warner, Robert Bosch, Coastal, Inteva, INOAC);
• Programs vary in length and time commitments;
• Tuition free training;
• Focus on high school students (prior to graduation);
• Partnerships to attract students and provide educational and training opportunities,
o e.g. high schools, local community colleges, technical schools, and other employers;
• Co-operative elements requiring the student to work in the manufacturing facility during
the training period; and,
• Employment after the satisfactory completion of the term of study.

Vehicle Suppliers Need to Acquire and Retain Highly Skilled Workers

MEMA members are involved in all areas of STEM education including robotics, mentoring,
internships, and apprenticeships. The advent of a major technology shift in transportation has
underscored the need for trained workers requiring both traditional and advanced manufacturing
skills. MEMA’s OESA fourth quarter survey (2016) asked a series of questions about talent
recruitment and retention and reported the following:
•

•

•

Skilled Labor Remains in High Demand and Short Supply
Well over 50 percent of those surveyed strongly indicated they expect job growth and plan
to hire more Engineers, Technicians, and Skilled Trades in both the U.S. and Mexico.
However, an equally sizable number of respondents stated they are having difficulty finding
and acquiring candidates for these types of positions. The challenge with filling these kinds
of jobs is reaching a critical stage and reports show that the chasm is only getting wider.
Turnover Adds to Labor Problems
Over half of respondents indicated that turnover of hourly workers exceeds 3 percent, and
over 25 percent of those surveyed have similar turnover rates for salaried workers. Strong
demand for workers in the industry is leading to high turnover rates. Due to recruiting and
retention needs force suppliers to respond by increasing appeal with higher health care
contributions, more bonuses, and more training.
Increased Training Part of the Solution, but Expensive
It is widely agreed that internal training and development programs are the most likely to
help mitigate loss of talent and to close the skills gap suppliers face. This translates to
significantly increasing training budgets. Nearly 60 percent of respondents stated that
training budgets for production workers and engineers must increase at least 10 percent,
and, they believe, that a sizeable share of state budgets need to rise by 20 percent or more.

MEMA members are justifiably proud of their commitment to the future workforce. These
programs will need to be expanded and amplified to meet the needs of the industry for a skilled and
committed workforce. Please find attached appendices with comments and examples of how our
members engage in these types of programs. We would be happy to answer your questions or
provide you with additional information.
6
7

For more information, please contact Senior Vice President Ann Wilson at (202) 312-9246.

VIDEO: Introduction to MAT2® https://youtu.be/d0pc4L5jFXE
VIDEO: Introduction to KYFAME https://vimeo.com/129784308

Suppliers also indicated that
mechanical and industrial engineers are
the most difficult to come by.

The vast majority of suppliers indicate
that technical positions, both white and
blue-collar, are the most difficult to fill.
Engineering positions are the most
challenging to fill in the U.S.

Technical Skills are Scarce
Throughout North America

Canada and Mexico are not immune to
competitive labor markets with over a
third of suppliers estimating turnover
rates above 7.5% for both salaried and
hourly workers.

24% of suppliers report their turnover
rates in the U.S. at above 7.5% for
salaried workers while 49% of suppliers
estimate their turnover rates for hourly
workers at above 7.5%.

Regional Voluntary Turnover Rates
are Extremely High Throughout
North America
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Executive Summary
Skills and Company Culture Gaps
Persist but Suppliers are Willing to
Embrace Change
Executive responses indicate that 58%
of suppliers have moderate to wide
gaps between their current roles and
responsibilities versus skills, yet 97%
executives were willing to embrace
change needed to reduce skills gaps.
Furthermore, 54% of responses reflect
suppliers face moderate to wide gaps
between current and expected company
culture, while 91% are willing to take
steps to close cultural gaps.
Firms are focusing on increasing
training efforts and educational outreach
to offset skills gaps, while re-evaluating
current policies and increasing flexibility
will be used to close cultural gaps.
On Net, Employment Growth is not
Anticipated to Keep Up with Sales
Growth in the U.S., Canada, Europe
and South America
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Despite Widespread Shortages of
Qualified Candidates, Suppliers are
Maintaining Hiring Standards of
Production Workers

The Industry is Adapting to the
Desires of the Younger Workforce
With Most Suppliers Implementing or
Planning to Implement Programs to
Attract and Retain Younger Workers

Career and Succession Planning is
the Most Common Strategic Priority,
followed Closely by Organizational
Leadership and Training

On Net, Benefits Packages are
Expected to Become Ever More
Costly in 2019, with Employer Health
Care Contributions Leading the Way
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Employment Issues: Labor Acquisition in the U.S.
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Based on current open requisitions, rate each of the following job classification and positions (most critical to least critical)
where you have HR shortages

Engineering
Hourly-skilled Trades
Technicians
Hourly-production

12%

Sales and Marketing
General Management

10%
6%

Senior Executives
General Administrative
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SBIboth
Score
= 53;and
drops
4 points from
the Q1workers
level of 57
Respondents indicate that
white
blue-collar
technical
are the most scarce,
Tax reform
optimism
whiletotrade
declining
sales drive
pessimism
while supports
it is still very
difficult
find and
general
production
workers.
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Employment Issues: Labor Acquisition in Canada
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Based on current open requisitions, rate each of the following job classification and positions (most critical to least critical)
where you have HR shortages

0%

25%

Hourly-skilled trades
Technicians
25%

32%

23%

17%

28%

Hourly-production

6%

Engineering
General management
5%

9%

Sales and marketing
Senior Executives
General administrative

SBI Scoreshortages
= 53; drops
4 points
the Q1 level
of 57as well,
Technical knowledge
are
spreadfrom
throughout
Canada
Tax reform
supports
optimism while
trade
declining sales
drive pessimism
however,
shortages
of engineers
are not
asand
pronounced
as compared
to the U.S.
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Employment Issues: Labor Acquisition in Mexico
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Based on current open requisitions, rate each of the following job classification and positions (most critical to least critical)
where you have HR shortages

Hourly-skilled trades
Technicians
Hourly-production
Engineering
General management

14%

7%

Senior Executives

12%

Sales and marketing

General administrative
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SBI Score
53; drops 4inpoints
from
level of 57
Technical knowledge shortages
are= abundant
Mexico
asthe
areQ1
shortages
of hourly production
Tax reform
supports
optimism
while
and declining
sales drive
pessimism
workers,
yet the
supply
imbalance
fortrade
general
office personnel
is not
as acute.
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Employment Issues: Filling Open Positions -- United States
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Rate each of the following reasons that you believe prevent you from filling the majority of your open requisitions

0%

57%
33%

Lack of qualified candidates
18%

27%

Competition from other industry sectors

14%

32%

Company awareness/reputation

28%
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25%
21%

10%
13%

Advancement opportunities
Perceived work/life balance
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Salary expectations

16%
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Position location
Industry reputation
Benefit offerings
Job responsibilities
Perceived long-term employment stability
Candidates inability to pass drug screening

24

SBI Score
drops 4candidates
points from is
thethe
Q1most
level severe
of 57 hiring constraint.
With sub 4% unemployment,
a lack=of53;
qualified
Tax reform
supports
while
and decliningdrive
salessalary
drive pessimism
Higher competition
from
otheroptimism
industries
andtrade
few candidates
expectations higher.
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Employment Issues: Filling Open Positions -- Canada
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Rate each of the following reasons that you believe prevent you from filling the majority of your open requisitions

Lack of qualified candidates

Salary expectations

10%

15%

Perceived work/life balance

10%

Competition from other industry sectors

Position location

10%
5%

Advancement opportunities
Benefit offerings

5%

15%

11%

18%

10%

Job responsibilities
Company awareness/reputation
Candidates inability to pass drug screening
Industry reputation
Perceived long-term employment stability
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SBI Score =is53;
4 points
from
the Q1
level of 57
The lack of qualified candidates
bydrops
far the
biggest
hiring
constraint
yet is not as acute
optimism while
and declining
pessimism
as inTax
thereform
U.S.; supports
salary expectations
andtrade
competition
fromsales
otherdrive
industries
follow.
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Employment Issues: Filling Open Positions -- Mexico
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Rate each of the following reasons that you believe prevent you from filling the majority of your open requisitions
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level of 57 with equally severe
Though not as severe as SBI
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